EXISTENCE OF HOME IN SETTLEMENT
A STUDY OF POST DISASTER HOUSING AT "TOTAGAMUWA"

CONCLUSION

This study proved that Post disaster housing should be done in a certain manner that it should address to the correct fundamental aspects for re-construction process or the re-settlement, for the well being of the human survival on the earth.

Even in disaster situations as detailed in some locations, it was found that people recover, re-build and personalize their Socio-physical context according to their wish. And some people will even lost their existed level in the society. So reconstruction in the situations like Tsunami will have an opportunity to creation of better place for men. What was identified here was people’s inherent ability to create the living environment but after the destruction, with the involvement of other sectors made the existed balanced situation a worst, due to inadequate knowledge on the formation pattern of the village and its attributes. It is also evident that professional involvement is totally absent or not having prior preparations for the implementation of efficient and effective solutions for this.

The role for the professionals spreads to a vast area that especially, throughout the end of the process of re-construction and Re-settling programs, to approach...
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holistic solutions. Only such an approach would be appropriate to help these communities to re-build their places and re-align themselves with new settlement.

Since the home is the basic unit of the society it should address in very sensitive manner, and when it comes to the settlement level, the solution should address in multi-aspects considering the neighborhood communities too. And not to take the decisions on the basis of "assumption".

The process of re-construction of the houses, the participation of the owner and family members is also should be taken, because home making is a collective effort of the groups. And it make them convince that the feeling of ownership. Professional advice and collaboration should too be available through out the process. And it is better to allow the family to make their opinions on the construction.

The maintained hierarchy, social status also should continue in a certain degree through out home making. That they would satisfy with the surrounding and neighborhood, which may integrate open spaces, road network and other infrastructure facilities. In that way, those people may have more freedom to make their places according to their aspirations, past memories and experiences with a proper professional guidance to overcome demerits which they came across.
There is another aspect to consider about that in a disaster like tsunami situation that new housing can detailed in accordance achieve environmental sustainable architectural solutions to eliminate the existing worst scenarios.

The housing at the "Tagamuwa" is lacks of interactable spaces, proper orientations, privacy, security and other physical and psychological needs for the human habitation. Those physical characteristics give the sense of direction, territoriality, and sense of belongingness, identity, and social mobility, self-esteem within the community.

Also the common spaces, infrastructure, and other amenities such as, public gathering, religious activities, commercial activities, play grounds, health services, institutions should provided in the settlement level of reconstruction programs.

A finally above discussed opinions, considerations and other relevant data would help to successfully implement a disaster management programs in the futuristic disaster situations.
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